
What is 301 Magic?

301 Magic is a software that automates the process of doing 301 redirects. This

tool is designed for SEOs and Web Developers that consistently do site migrations.

A Step by Step Guide to Using 301 Magic:

1) Get sitemaps from the old site and the new site that you will be migrating to. We

use https://www.xml-sitemaps.com/ although we have no affiliation with this

company.

2) Input both of these lists into either Google Sheets or Microsoft Excel. Make sure

that the old URLs are in the first column and the new URLs are in the second

column. Make sure that both columns have a label in the first row, such as “Old

Site” and “New Site”.

https://www.xml-sitemaps.com/


3) Download this document as a CSV and title it “Input”.

● Google Sheets: Comma Separated Values (.csv)

● Microsoft Excel: CSV (Comma Delimited)

If the document is not named “Input”, the software will not be able to identify it

in the next steps. NOTE: This is case sensitive.





4) If you have not downloaded the program, open your email from

301MagicTeam@gmail.com, click to download the .zip file, then right click the

folder to extract all. Move this folder called “301” to the desktop. This is the

program you will be using.

mailto:301MagicTeam@gmail.com


5) Put the Input.csv file into your “301” folder.



6) Run the program by clicking the “301.exe” file.

NOTE: Windows may alert you because it does not recognize the file. If so, click

“More info” and then “Run anyway”. Do not be alarmed if CMD is open during

this process.



7) Enter your product key. This will be emailed to you within 1 business day of

purchasing the software.

8) Enter your Old Domain. This should be the whole domain as displayed in your

“Input” document. In the example below, you would enter:

“https://farmtogold.com”

9) Press “OK” to begin the program. This may take a few minutes. Also, you may

need to close the “301” folder and reopen it in order to see the new output files.



10) Verify that the redirects make sense, and correct any matches that are incorrect.

The confidence intervals are a good way to quickly identify which matches are

most likely to be incorrect.

11) Once the list is complete, you can upload this document as a CSV into the

backend of your web design software.

12) If you have any issues with this process please email: 301magicteam@gmail.com

mailto:301magicteam@gmail.com


How Does 301 Magic Work?

301 Magic does redirects the same way that a person would. It compares the

URLs to determine the best match for old pages to new pages.

This software scans every URL inputted into the sheet and takes multiple factors

into account in order to decide the best match for old URLs to new URLs. One of the

most important factors is comparing old slugs to new slugs. For example if the old URL

was /blogs-and-updates and the new slug was /blogs-updates, the software would

determine that these pages are a match, because the slugs are very similar. You might be

wondering, what if multiple URLs have similar words in their slugs? The software will

determine the best match based on the highest percentage of matched words in the slugs

relative to other pages.

Once this is complete the software will give you a confidence interval that tells

you how confident the match was in terms of similarity. Each time 301 Magic makes a

URL match, it gives you a prediction of how accurate the match is. This number is

between 0 to 100 (0 being not confident, and 100 being very confident).


